Time To…
Kindergarten

Linda, Veronica, Annette (Kindergarten)

Objectives:

Math
K.21 Identify and use the instruments to measure time (analog and digital clocks, calendar) (SOL K.8)
K.22 Tell time to the hour using analog and digital clocks. (SOL K.9)

Reading
SOL K.1, K.2, K.3 Demonstrate effective oral communication.

Materials:
Time To… Bruce McMillan
Class set of clocks
Song “Paper Clock
Video “Telling Time”
Hickory Dickory Dock nursery rhyme
Analog clock
Digital clock
Clock flash cards

Procedure:
Introduce skills through songs, rhymes, and read aloud
Introduce vocabulary: clock, time, hour, long hand, short hand, o’clock, analog, digital
Review sequential order
Review schedules and routines of the day
Students will role play Hickory Dickory Dock and song “Paper Clock”
Review number s 1-12
Match analog and digital clocks

Students can illustrate and write about “their day”

Student will make own clocks

Match number words to numerals

**Evaluation:**

Teacher observation throughout all time activities’

Students participation and performance on all tasks.

**Centers:**

Stamp clocks

Sequence activities

Folder games

Clock flash cards